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Abstract
An online partitioning strategy is presented, in which test cases are selected based on feed-
back information collected during the testing process. The strategy differs from conven-
tional approaches because the partitioning is performed online rather than off-line and be-
cause the partitioning is not based on program code or specifications. It can, therefore, be
implemented in the absence of the source code or specification of the program under test.
The cost-effectiveness of the proposed strategy has been empirically investigated with a set
of both large and small subject programs, namely, SPACE, SED, GREP, and the Siemens
Suite of Programs. The results demonstrate that the proposed strategy constantly achieves
large savings in terms of the total number of test case executions needed to detect all faults.
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Testing is a very expensive part of software production and maintenance. It is es-
timated that, in general, testing consumes between 30 to 50 percent of the soft-
ware development time [27]. Random testing (RT) [23] is a basic testing method,
and often serves as a benchmark against which the effectiveness of other testing
techniques are measured. In RT, test cases are selected randomly from the input
domain. It can, therefore, avoid the overhead incurred in code- or specification-
based partitioning strategies. RT is often employed to test real-world products and
incorporated into test case generation tools [1,4,17,18,24,34].
Malaiya introduced an antirandom testing technique [26] to enable quicker detec-
tion of the first failure. In other words, antirandom testing attempts to reduce the
number of test cases needed to be run before the first failure can be revealed. Com-
pared with RT, which requires each test case to be selected randomly regardless of
the previously executed test cases, antirandom testing only selects the first test case
randomly, and each subsequent test case is selected by choosing the one with the
maximum total distance to all the previously executed test cases. Antirandom test-
ing requires that the total number of test cases be known in advance. Its randomness
is also limited since only the first test case is chosen randomly and the sequence of
subsequent test cases is deterministic.
In order to detect the first failure quicker without the limitations of antirandom test-
ing, an adaptive random testing (ART) strategy has been proposed [2,8–10,13,25].
ART is based on the intuition that when failure-causing inputs are clustered, select-
ing an input close to previously executed non-failure-causing test cases will be less
likely to detect a failure. ART, therefore, proposes to have test cases evenly spread
over the entire input domain. It differs from antirandom testing in that it preserves
the randomness since all test cases in ART are randomly selected and ART does
not require the predetermination of the total number of test cases to be run.
A related technique is known as adaptive testing, developed by Cai et al. [6]. Both
the objective and the approach of adaptive testing is different from ART. ART was
developed as an enhancement to RT with the objective of using fewer test cases to
detect the first failure. Adaptive testing, on the other hand, adjusts the selections
of test actions online following the idea of adaptive control, to achieve an opti-
mization objective, such as minimizing the total cost of detecting and removing
multiple faults. Adaptive testing involves off-line partitioning of the input domain.
It has been shown that partitioning strategies can have a significant impact on test-
ing effectiveness [6]. While various partitioning techniques have been proposed
[12,14,29], most of these techniques partition the input domain off-line and they
incur non-trivial overheads.













Cai et al. conducted a pilot study [7] following the idea of software cybernetics,
which explores the interplay between software and control [5]. Cai et al. [7] adopted
a new testing paradigm. First, a very large test suite is given. Second, test cases are
selectively executed through dynamically partitioning the test suite online. Their
strategy is based on the intuition that a test case that has detected a failure previ-
ously should have a higher capability of detecting a failure again during the evolu-
tion of the software under test. In their approach, there are two partitions: partition
0 and partition 1. Initially, all test cases are stored in partition 1, and partition 0 is
empty. A test case t is randomly selected from partition 1 to test the program. If
no failure is detected, then t is considered not powerful and moved to partition 0.
Otherwise, the program under test may be modified to remove a fault. In practice,
such an attempt to debug the program does not always correctly remove the fault,
and may sometimes introduce new faults [22]. In any case, the modified program
needs to be retested on t. If a failure is detected again, then the above modify-
and-retest process will be repeated until no more failure can be detected. Then t
will be returned to partition 1, from which the next test case will be selected ran-
domly. The testing process will stop when partition 1 becomes empty or when the
given stopping criterion is met. Cai et al. experimentally compared this dynamic
partitioning strategy with two other random testing strategies and found that the
dynamic partitioning strategy outperformed the other two [7].
We note that the above dynamic partitioning algorithm is quite simple, and that all
the proposed test case selection strategies used sampling with replacement [7]. In
real-world software testing, it is more practical to use sampling without replace-
ment to save cost. This paper follows the direction shown in Cai et al. [7] to further
investigate the usefulness of online feedback information.
The motivation of this research is the fact that in real-world software development,
the software will undergo many changes/versions. The test pool is very large and
consists of both already-applied and not-yet-applied test cases. Every time a change
is made, the software needs to be retested. Considering the total cost of testing
across multiple versions, how can we select test cases in the most cost-effective
manner so as to use the minimum number of test case executions to detect and
remove the maximum number of defects? This situation is more complex than con-
ventional regression testing and we want a practical method that is easy to im-
plement without the need for sophisticated tool support (such as those for change
tracking and analysis) or the need for any kind of test case coverage information
or assumptions of the availability of the source code of the program under test.
In short, we want a method that only depends on information that can be readily
collected from test case executions (for example, pass/fail information) – this will
enable the technique to be accepted by real-world practitioners.
The contributions of this research are summarized as follows: (i) A family of dy-
namic partitioning algorithms are proposed to selectively execute test cases from













based on online feedback collected during test case executions without the need
to refer to any kind of coverage information, change analysis, or human judge-
ment. (ii) Empirical study results demonstrate that the proposed strategy is more
cost-effective than the strategy without using feedback information. (iii) Empirical
study results show that feedback information on early fault detection is very useful
for further improving the cost-effectiveness of testing. In particular, one such algo-
rithm DP1SE constantly outperforms all the others and, hence, is the best among
all 10 algorithms studied in this paper. The results of this research further justify
the emergence of the area of software cybernetics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes a family of 7
test case selection algorithms, where the first is pure random testing and serves as
a benchmark for measuring the cost-effectiveness of the other 6 algorithms that
employ online feedback information, which is pass / fail information collected dur-
ing test case executions. To investigate the cost-effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithms, Section 3 presents the design and results of experiments with 3 large
subject programs, namely, the SPACE, SED and GREP programs. In Section 4 ,
we consider more feedback information (namely, information as to how early a
fault can be detected) and develop 3 more algorithms. Empirical study results of
these 3 algorithms are also presented. Section 5 conducts an additional series of
experiments with a set of smaller subject programs, namely, the Siemens Suite of
Programs, to enhance the external validity of our study. Section 6 presents further
discussion and concludes the paper.
2 Selecting test cases through online partitioning
2.1 The research question
Let T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} be a finite test set with n distinct test cases, where n
can be very large. Test cases in T have been selected from the input domain using
certain methods. For example, T could be constructed using specification-based or
code-based coverage criteria, using a random sampling strategy, ad hoc approaches,
or a mixture of these approaches. It is to be noted, however, that we are not con-
cerned with the methods used to construct T . Now the program needs to be tested
by selectively executing test cases in T . In real-world large-scale development, the
program normally contains multiple faults in its initial version, and will undergo
many rounds of testing, debugging, and retesting. Suppose a failure is detected af-
ter a certain number of test cases in T have been run. An attempt is then made
to remove the fault, resulting in a new version of the program. Now the question
is: how should this new version (and subsequent ones) be tested in a cost-effective
way using the test cases in T ? Ideally, a regression test selection technique should













failure is revealed, then we can continue with the unused test cases in T . It must
be noted, however, that real-world software testing is always carried out with lim-
ited resources [21,30]. An important contributor to the cost of testing is the total
number of test case executions (if the same test case is executed twice, the count
of test case executions is 2, even though it is the same test case). Suppose we can
only afford to conduct m test case executions in total for the entire testing process,
then how should we cost-effectively select test cases for each version of the pro-
gram under test? That is, how should we select test cases, whose executions total
m for all versions, so that as many faults as possible can be detected? Or, if the
stopping criterion is to stop testing after r faults have been removed, then how can
we conduct as few test executions as possible to achieve this goal? For practical
purposes, we also require that the test case selection strategy be easy to adopt with-
out heavy overheads or the need for sophisticated supporting tools such as those
for coverage or change analysis. Note that the context and objectives stated above
are very different from those of regression test selection or prioritization techniques
[19,28,32,33].
In the following subsections, a family of 7 test case selection algorithms will be
proposed to investigate the above question.
2.2 Pure random testing (PRT)
Figure 1 shows a pure random testing (PRT) algorithm. Code for measuring the
cost-effectiveness of the algorithm is also embedded. This algorithm will serve as
a benchmark in our empirical study. In Figure 1 , words enclosed between “/*”
and “*/” are comments. Line 1 of the algorithm initializes two counters to store the
up-to-date number of failures detected and the number of test case executions con-
ducted. Our measurement uses these two numbers to indicate the cost-effectiveness
of testing. A cost-effective testing algorithm must use a small number of test cases
to detect a large number of failures.
Fig. 1. The Pure Random Testing (PRT) Algorithm
The algorithm divides test cases into two disjoint sets, namely, Set0 and Set1. Set0
is initialized to an empty set in lines 2, and Set1 is initialized to contain all the test
cases in line 3. During the testing process, Set0 stores test cases that have already
been run for the current version of the program under test, whereas Set1 stores
test cases that have not been run for the current version. Line 4 controls when the
algorithm should terminate. When either of the following two conditions becomes
true, the algorithm will terminate: (i) Set1 becomes empty, which means that the
current version of the program under test has passed all the given test cases. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to discuss how to continue the testing process by













very large. (ii) The given test stopping criterion is satisfied. Such a criterion can
be, for instance, a prescribed number of faults have been detected, or a prescribed
number of test cases have been run.
Whenever a test case is needed, an element of Set1 will be selected randomly and
executed, as shown in lines 5 and 6. Then line 7 immediately updates the counter to
record the number of test case executions conducted so far. Line 8 checks whether
a failure is detected. If no failure is detected, the control goes to line 9, which
deletes the current test case from Set1 and puts it into Set0. Set0 stores test cases
already executed for the current version. Members of Set0 will never be selected
to test the program. This strategy of sampling without replacement is used in all
the algorithms proposed in this paper. If a failure is detected, then the control goes
to line 10, which increases the counter to record the number of failures detected
so far. The values of this counter and the other counter (see line 7) serve as the
up-to-date cost-effectiveness indicators and are printed in line 11. Since a failure
is detected, an attempt can be made to remove the fault from the program under
test, as indicated in line 12. In practice, such an attempt to modify programs may
not necessarily remove the genuine fault, and may sometimes introduce new faults.
Hence, the new version of the program needs to be tested on all the test cases in
both Set0 and Set1. Therefore, in line 13, all the test cases in Set0 are moved back
to Set1 so that they can be selected again.
Before the algorithm terminates, the overall cost-effectiveness is printed in line 15.
2.3 Regression-random testing (RRT)
Pure random testing treats the test case that has just detected a failure in the same
way as all the other test cases. This subsection proposes an algorithm that gives
a higher priority to the last failure-causing input: once a failure is detected, the
failure-causing input will be applied repeatedly until no more failure can be de-
tected. This algorithm is based on the thought that a test case that has just detected
a failure might be able to detect another failure in the next test. The algorithm is also
based on the common practice that after the program under test is modified with an
attempt to remove a fault, the modified version is often first retested using the last
failure-causing input to ensure that the modification has been made correctly. This
algorithm is called regression-random testing (RRT), where “regression” refers to
the first phase that re-runs the last failure-causing input, and “random” refers to the
strategy that, when the last failure-causing input cannot detect more failures, the se-
lection becomes random again. As we do not assume the availability of supporting
tools for regression testing such as those for change analysis, no further regression
test selection techniques will be incorporated. The algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .













Lines 1 to 3 of Figure 2 are the same as those of the PRT algorithm. Line 4 ini-
tializes an empty set currentSet. This set always contains no more than one ele-
ment, namely, the test case currently being executed. Line 5 randomly selects a test
case from the test suite and puts it into currentSet. The two termination condi-
tions checked in line 6 are similar to those of the PRT algorithm except that it is
currentSet instead of Set1 that is checked. The logic of lines 7 to 10 are similar
to that of the PRT algorithm. Line 11 randomly selects a new test case from Set1
(if Set1 is empty, then no test case will be selected) and moves this test case to
currentSet. The logic of lines 12 to 15 is similar to that of the PRT algorithm.
Note, however, that in this branch (lines 12 to 15) no test case is selected from Set1
and, therefore, the present element in currentSet will be used again next time.
2.4 Testing through dynamic partitioning with fixed membership (DPFM)
RRT reapplies the last failure-causing input repeatedly until no more failure can be
detected. Then any previous failure-causing input will be treated as an ordinary test
case and will no longer be given priority in future test case selection.
Intuitively, test cases that have detected failures in the past are likely to be powerful
in detecting a failure again during the evolution of the software. Based on this
intuition, several test case selection algorithms will be proposed in this and the next
subsections. The first one is called the dynamic partitioning with fixed membership
(DPFM) algorithm, as shown in Figure 3 .
Fig. 3. The Dynamic Partitioning with Fixed Membership (DPFM) Algorithm
The DPFM algorithm partitions the given test suite online into 4 disjoint sets,
namely, fair, good, poor, and currentSet. The set currentSet is used in the same
way as explained in the RRT algorithm: it stores the test case currently being exe-
cuted and, hence, always contains no more than one element. For the other 3 sets
(fair, good, and poor), each is further divided into two parts, namely, the used
part, which stores test cases that have already been applied for the current version
of the program P , and the unused part, which stores test cases not yet applied for
the current version of P . Initially, all test cases are stored in fair unused (that is,
the unused part of the fair set), as indicated in line 2 of the algorithm. All the other
sets are initialized to be empty in line 3.
Initially, a test case ti is randomly selected from the fair set. If no failure is de-
tected, ti will be considered not powerful and moved to the poor set. Otherwise ti
will be repeatedly applied to test P , in the same way as the RRT algorithm, until
no more failure can be detected, and then ti will be moved to the good set — this
is because ti detected a failure in the past and, therefore, is considered a powerful
test case. Once ti is moved to either the poor or the good set, the membership of ti













time a new test case is needed, the algorithm will first look at the unused part of the
good set. If it is empty, then the fair set. If this is also empty, then the poor set.
The above process is elaborated below. Lines 4 and 5 initialize 2 variables, where
failureDetected is a flag indicating whether a failure has been detected, and
currentSetName records from which the element of currentSet has been se-
lected. It can only take 3 values, namely, good, fair, or poor. Line 6 randomly
selects a test case from the given test suite, and moves it to currentSet. The pro-
gram P is then tested in line 8 using the selected test case.
If a failure is detected, the control goes to line 14. The logic from line 14 to line 17
is very similar to that of the RRT algorithm. Line 18 sets the flag to true to indicate
that a failure has been detected. Note that currentSet has not been updated and,
therefore, the same test case will be used again to test the program P in the next
iteration.
If no failure is detected, the true branch (line 11) will be taken and the sub-algorithm
removeFromCurrentSet will be called. This sub-algorithm moves the element in
currentSet to one of the other sets as follows: If the element was selected from
the good or poor set, it will be returned to the same set because of the use of fixed
membership. If the element was selected from the fair set, it will be moved to the
good set if it detected a failure last time. Otherwise it will be moved to the poor
set. After this sub-algorithm returns, currentSet will become empty. Then line 12
calls another sub-algorithm moveToCurrentSet, which selects a new test case (with
the good set having the highest priority, followed by the fair set, and the poor set
has the lowest priority) and moves it to currentSet. Note that if the unused parts
of all 3 sets are empty, then currentSet will remain empty, which will cause the
loop to terminate.
2.5 Testing through dynamic partitioning with one-step varying membership (DP1S)
The membership of test cases in the DPFM algorithm is fixed in the sense that once
a test case is moved to the good or poor set, it will always remain there. In other
words, when a test case selected from the good set no longer detects a failure, it is
still returned to the good set, and test cases selected from the poor set will always
be returned to the poor set regardless of whether they can detect a failure or not.
This strategy does not reflect the fact that in the real world a good test case may
become poor, and a poor test case may become good. This subsection proposes an
algorithm that adjusts the membership of test cases more dynamically in real time.
The algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
Fig. 4. The Dynamic Partitioning with One-Step Varying Membership (DP1S) Algorithm













rentSet. Let ti be the test case in currentSet. When ti no longer detects a failure,
it will be removed from currentSet as follows. If ti was selected from the good
set, it will be returned to the good set only if it detected a failure in the last test.
Otherwise it will be downgraded by one step to the fair set (see lines 3 and 4). If
ti was selected from the fair set, it will be either upgraded or downgraded by one
step depending on whether a failure was detected in the last test (see lines 7 and 8).
If ti was selected from the poor set, it will be returned to the poor set if no failure
was detected. Otherwise it will be upgraded by one step to the fair set (see lines
10 and 11). The algorithm is therefore named dynamic partitioning with one-step
varying membership (DP1S), where “one-step varying membership” refers to the
strategy that upgrades or downgrades by one step every time the membership is to
be adjusted.
2.6 Testing through dynamic partitioning with two-step varying membership (DP2S)
In the DP1S algorithm, a test case is upgraded or downgraded by one step each
time. It is also possible to upgrade or downgrade by two steps each time because
when a “poor” test case detects a failure, it might become a “good” (rather than
“fair”) test case in the future and, in the same way, when a “good” test case does
not detect a failure, it might become a “poor” (rather than “fair”) test case in the
future. The algorithm implementing this strategy is named dynamic partitioning
with two-step varying membership (DP2S), which can be obtained by changing
only two words in the DP1S algorithm shown in Figure 4 : in lines 3, change “fair”
to “poor”; in line 11, change “fair” to “good”.
2.7 Testing through dynamic partitioning with no upgrade (DPNU)
In DP1S and DP2S, suppose a test case t detected a failure last time but did not
detect a failure this time, then t is upgraded to a partition with a higher priority
unless it is already in the good set. A simpler treatment is that instead of upgrading
t to a different partition, we can just return t to where it was selected from, either the
fair set or the poor set. This strategy never uses the good set and never upgrades a
test case. The algorithm is therefore named dynamic partitioning with no upgrade
(DPNU), as shown in Figure 5 .
Fig. 5. The Dynamic Partitioning with No Upgrade (DPNU) Algorithm
It should be noted that the algorithms proposed in this paper and the one proposed
by Cai et al. [7] are not directly comparable as the former uses sampling without re-
placement whereas the latter uses sampling with replacement. Nevertheless, among














2.8 Testing through dynamic partitioning that returns to poor (DPRP)
In DPNU, a test case t is returned to the set from which it was selected, either the
fair set or the poor set. An even simpler strategy is to always return t to the poor
set when it does not detect a failure regardless of where it was selected from. This
algorithm is therefore named dynamic partitioning that returns to poor (DPRP).
This algorithm differs from the DPFM algorithm only in that DPRP’s sub-algorithm
removeFromCurrentSet contains only one statement as follows:
move the test case in currentSet to poor used.
3 Experiments with SPACE, SED and GREP programs
A series of experiments have been conducted to investigate the cost-effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms. In the experiments, these algorithms were applied to test 3
real-world programs, namely, the SPACE, SED, and GREP programs, downloaded
from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR, http://sir.unl.edu) [15].
Each package of subject programs provides both the original and associated faulty
versions as well as a pool of test cases. For each subject program, we combined the
faults into one version to create a program that contains multiple faults. The original
version was used as the test oracle. Every time a test case is executed, the output
of the faulty program is compared with that of the original version, and any dis-
crepancy indicates a failure. 1 During a test execution, if any fault is encountered,
its label will be recorded in a log file. When a failure is detected, the log file will
be checked, and the first fault encountered in the execution path will be removed
to simulate the debugging process. To “remove a fault”, we delete the correspond-
ing faulty statement(s) and restore the corresponding original statement(s). While a
fault thus removed might not be the genuine cause for the failure, this process prop-
erly simulates the debugging process because when the debugger manually traces
the failed execution, the first fault in the execution path will have a higher chance
to be identified and corrected first. The testing will stop when all the seeded faults
have been removed. The total number of test case executions will indicate the over-
all cost-effectiveness: the smaller, the better. For each algorithm and each subject
program, the experiment has been repeated 1,000 times and the mean, median and
standard deviation data have been calculated.
1 In software testing research, the original version of the program is often used as the
specification / oracle to verify the outputs of the faulty versions. In real-world software
testing, such an original version is, of course, not available; instead, the tester can serve
as the ultimate test oracle. We use the original version rather than a human tester in the













3.1 Results of experiments with SPACE
SPACE is an interpreter for an array definition language. It consists of 6,199 lines
of executable C code and 136 functions. It is a subject program that has often been
used in the study of testing effectiveness [31]. The faulty version used in our ex-
periment involves 33 faults which, according to the Software-artifact Infrastructure
Repository, were real faults discovered during the development of the program. The
13,551 test cases included in the package have been used in our experiments. Ex-
perimental results are summarized in Table 1 , where Rmean, Rmed and RSD refers
to the ranking of mean, ranking of median, and ranking of standard deviation, re-
spectively.
Table 1
Results of Experiments with SPACE (33 Faults, 13,551 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation Rmean Rmed RSD
PRT 2360 2077 1231 7 7 6
RRT 1707 1360 1237 4 4 7
DPFM 1779 1495 1132 5 5 4
DP1S 1586 1356 1000 1 3 1
DP2S 1881 1535 1230 6 6 5
DPNU 1616 1310 1127 2 1 3
DPRP 1659 1344 1106 3 2 2
To detect and remove all 33 faults included in SPACE, the pure random testing
(PRT) algorithm conducted a total of 2,360 test case executions on average. As
a comparison, the RRT algorithm used only 1,707 test cases. In other words, it
achieved a saving of 27.7% on average. (In this paper, the word “saving” refers
to the comparison with the Pure Random Testing algorithm.) The average cost-
effectiveness of the DPFM algorithm lies between PRT and RRT, with a saving of
24.6%. The DP1S algorithm achieved the highest average saving among all the al-
gorithms, namely, 32.8%. The stability of DP1S was also the best as it yielded the
lowest standard deviation. In contrast, the DP2S algorithm achieved the smallest
average saving (20.3%) among all 6 non-PRT algorithms. The DPNU and DPRP
algorithms, albeit simple, achieved good average savings of 31.5% and 29.7%, re-
spectively, and their median values were also the best among all of the algorithms.
In summary, all 6 algorithms that employ online feedback information outper-
formed PRT in cost-effectiveness, and DP1S had the best mean value and best
stability.
Table 1 shows the final numbers of test case executions used to detect and re-













failure. As there are 33 faults included in the program and each fault-removal ac-
tivity removes one and only one fault, a total of 33 failures will have been detected
when the last fault has been removed. Figure 6 shows that until the detection of
about the 20th failure, the numbers of test case executions have been quite small
for all algorithms (ranging from 40 to 53). The numbers increase significantly in
the later stages of testing, from failure 28 or so. This is reasonable because, when
there are many faults in the program, the failure rate is high and, hence, it is easy
to detect a failure even with Pure Random Testing. When more and more faults are
removed from the program, the failure rate gets smaller (in other words, it becomes
more expensive to detect a failure), and the algorithms employing online feedback
information start to achieve considerable savings.
Fig. 6. Average Numbers of Test Case Executions for Detecting Each Failure (for the
SPACE Program)
3.2 Results of experiments with SED
SED is a Unix/Linux utility and performs text transformations on an input stream
(http://www.gnu.org/software/sed). The program used in our experiments con-
sists of 14,427 lines of C code and 255 functions. The downloaded package in-
cludes 7 version pairs of the SED program (from version 1 to version 7), where
each pair consists of an original version and its corresponding faulty version that
contains multiple faults. According to the SIR Web site, the faulty versions include
both real and seeded faults. The latest version (namely, version 7) was used in our
experiments. To create a faulty version 7 that contains many faults, we took a total
of 11 faults from the faulty versions 5, 6 and 7. We further created 7 more faults
manually with the aim of making them as realistic as possible. Each of these 7
faults was obtained by making a slight change to the operators or operands of a sin-
gle statement in the original version 7. The final faulty version, therefore, includes
a total of 18 faults. Our test suite consists of 12,238 test cases, of which 415 were
provided directly by the downloaded package, and the other 11,823 were generated
using random sampling based on input data available in the SIR package and on
the GNU Web site (such as sample inputs in the SED manual).
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. To detect and remove all 18 faults, the
PRT algorithm used 4,844 test cases on average. The RRT, DPFM, DP1S, DP2S,
DPNU and DPRP algorithms achieved a saving of 16.6%, 23.7%, 26.2%, 28.1%,
25.9% and 25.5%, respectively. The DP2S algorithm achieved the best performance
in terms of both mean and median values. The DP1S algorithm ranks second in
mean value and has a smaller standard deviation than DP2S.
Figure 7 shows the average results for detecting each failure. It can be seen that the














Results of Experiments with SED (18 Faults, 12,238 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation Rmean Rmed RSD
PRT 4844 4412 2442 7 7 7
RRT 4038 3629 2359 6 6 6
DPFM 3697 3405 2009 5 5 1
DP1S 3576 3229 2029 2 4 2
DP2S 3485 3138 2056 1 1 3
DPNU 3589 3182 2099 3 2 5
DPRP 3609 3228 2070 4 3 4
increases dramatically, and the algorithms employing online feedback information
bring considerable savings in this stage.
Fig. 7. Average Numbers of Test Case Executions for Detecting Each Failure (for the SED
Program)
3.3 Results of experiments with GREP
GREP is another Unix/Linux utility that searches input files for lines containing
a match to a specified pattern (http://www.gnu.org/software/grep). GREP has 5
versions seeded with faults and a suite of about 470 test cases. We used version 3
in our experiments. The program contains about 10,068 lines of C code and 146
functions. To create a faulty version that includes many faults, we combined 22
faults collected from faulty versions 1, 2 and 3. We also expanded the test suite
by using a random sampling approach similar to that for the SED program. The
final test suite contains 10,065 test cases. The results of experiments are shown in
Table 3 .
Table 3 shows that, to detect and remove all 22 faults, PRT conducted 1,150 test
case executions on average. The RRT, DPFM, DP1S, DP2S, DPNU and DPRP
algorithms achieved a saving of 3.5%, 19.2%, 21.6%, 18.7%, 12.8% and 15.0%,
respectively. The performance of DP1S was the best in terms of both the mean
value and the standard deviation. The average results for detecting each failure are
shown in Figure 8 .















Results of Experiments with GREP (22 Faults, 10,065 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation Rmean Rmed RSD
PRT 1150 893 860 7 7 7
RRT 1110 857 825 6 6 6
DPFM 929 683 726 2 1 3
DP1S 902 687 685 1 2 1
DP2S 935 687 714 3 2 2
DPNU 1003 740 805 5 5 5
DPRP 978 721 760 4 4 4
3.4 Summary
Among the 7 algorithms, PRT serves as a benchmark, and the other 6 algorithms
employ online feedback information to dynamically partition the given test suite.
Experimental results with SPACE, SED and GREP programs show that all 6 of
these algorithms outperformed PRT in all 3 statistics (mean, median and stan-
dard deviation), except that for the SPACE program the standard deviation of RRT
(1,237) was slightly higher than that of PRT (1,231).
Among all 7 algorithms investigated, DP1S gave the best performance: its mean
value and standard deviation ranked first with SPACE and GREP and ranked sec-
ond with SED. Table 4 summarizes the experimental results over the 3 subject
programs.
Table 4
Summary of Experimental Results with SPACE, SED and GREP Programs
Algorithm Total Saving Mean of Rmean Mean of RSD
PRT 8354 0.0% 7.00 6.67
RRT 6855 17.9% 5.33 6.33
DPFM 6405 23.3% 4.00 2.67
DP1S 6064 27.4% 1.33 1.33
DP2S 6301 24.6% 3.33 3.33
DPNU 6208 25.7% 3.33 4.33
DPRP 6246 25.2% 3.67 3.33
Table 4 shows that, to detect and remove all of the faults included in all 3 subject
programs, PRT used a total of 8,354 (= 2, 360+4, 844+1, 150) test cases, and had













in standard deviation. In comparison, DP1S used the smallest total number of test
cases (namely, 1, 586 + 3, 576 + 902 = 6, 064), hence achieving an overall saving
of 27.4% (the best among the 7 algorithms). The average ranking of DP1S in both
mean value and standard deviation was (1 + 2 + 1)/3 = 1.33, which was also the
best among the 7 algorithms.
The finding that DP1S gave the best performance among the 7 algorithms agrees
with our prediction because, compared with the other algorithms, DP1S utilizes
more feedback information with finer granularity. PRT does not employ any feed-
back information. RRT employs limited feedback information, which is only about
the last (one) failure-causing test case. DPFM does not utilize up-to-date perfor-
mance information of test cases once their membership is fixed. DP2S does utilize
the up-to-date performance information but not in a gradual way because test cases
are moved directly between the good and poor sets. This strategy is sometimes very
good (such as for the SED program, where Rmean = 1) and sometimes very poor
(such as for the SPACE program, where Rmean = 6). The DPNU and DPRP algo-
rithms do not make use of the good set and, hence, have coarser granularity than
DP1S.
In the next section we will see that the incorporation of more feedback information
into the test case selection process will further improve the cost-effectiveness of the
algorithms.
4 Employing information on early fault detection
The algorithms discussed so far have employed only pass/fail information of pre-
vious tests. More types of feedback information can be employed for test case se-
lection. In this section we look at the information as to how early a fault can be
detected (referred to as EFD). We consider EFD a kind of simple indicator of de-
fect severity, and this kind of information is easy to get from a black-box testing
perspective. Our proposal complements Xu et al.’s suggestion that in a test case
selection process, a higher priority should be given to test cases that are likely to
find “high-severity defects in the most often used functions” [32]. While Xu et al.
offered this suggestion from the perspective of the importance of test cases, we look
at the fault-detection capabilities of test cases without assuming the availability of
user operational profiles such as the frequency of function usage.
Our strategy is based on the idea that a test case that detects a failure earlier in its
execution should have a higher fault-detection capability than those that detect fail-
ures at a later stage of their executions. Consider, for instance, the following sim-
plified example: we have a program P supposedly implementing a non-numerical
function f whose output is a string of characters. Let t1 and t2 be 2 test cases. Sup-













t2 are “axcdefg” and “hijky”, respectively. Obviously, both these test cases can de-
tect a failure: t1 detects the failure when the second output character “x” is printed;
whereas t2 detects the failure at the fifth output character “y”. In this situation, we
say t1 detects a failure earlier than t2. The EFDs of t1 and t2 are 2 and 5, respec-
tively. Note that EFD applies only to failure-causing test cases.
Figure 9 shows the DPFME algorithm, which is the DPFM algorithm with EFD
incorporated in its test case selection process. There are 2 highlighted statements,
which show the difference between this algorithm and the original DPFM algo-
rithm. In statement 16 of the main algorithm, the variable earlinessInfo records the
up-to-date EFD of the current test case after a failure has been detected. Note that
earlinessInfo is only kept for test cases selected from or to be sent to the good set.
This is because the other two sets may contain test cases that have never detected a
failure and, hence, earlinessInfo is not applicable. In statement 10 of the main algo-
rithm, if no failure is detected, and if the current test case is selected from the good
set, then the value of its earlinessInfo remains the same as before. In statement 2 of
the sub-algorithm moveToCurrentSet, when a test case is being selected from the
good set, the original DPFM algorithm will make a random selection; whereas the
DPFME algorithm will select a test case whose earlinessInfo has the smallest (that
is, earliest) value among all the elements in the good set. If more than one test case
in the good set meets this requirement, then it randomly chooses one from them.
Fig. 9. The DPFME Algorithm: DPFM Incorporating EFD
Using a similar treatment, we designed two further algorithms named DP1SE and
DP2SE, which are the counterparts of DP1S and DP2S, respectively, that employ
EFD. Note, however, that this strategy does not apply to the PRT, RRT, DPNU and
DPRP algorithms as they do not involve the good set. Results of experiments with
the SPACE program are summarized in Table 5 .
Table 5
Results of Experiments with SPACE (33 Faults, 13,551 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation
DPFME 1517 1310 875
DP1SE 1492 1294 867
DP2SE 1761 1380 1266
The results shown in Table 5 and Table 1 are compared as follows. First, comparing
DPFM and DPFME, we can see that the mean value has improved (decreased) by
14.7% (from 1,779 for DPFM to 1,517 for DPFME), the median has improved
from 1,495 to 1,310 and the standard deviation has improved from 1,132 to 875.
Similarly, DP1SE outperformed DP1S in all 3 of the statistics (mean, median and
standard deviation). DP2SE also outperformed DP2S in mean and median values













Among all 10 algorithms investigated in this paper (that is, PRT, RRT, DPFM,
DP1S, DP2S, DPNU, DPRP, DPFME, DP1SE and DP2SE), DP1SE was the best: it
outperformed all the other algorithms in all 3 statistics (mean, median and standard
deviation) with an average saving of 36.8% (= 1− 1, 492/2, 360).
Next, from the SED results shown in Table 6 and Table 2 we can see that the
DPFME, DP1SE and DP2SE algorithms outperformed their respective counter-
parts in all 3 statistics, except DPFME and DPFM had the same standard devi-
ation (2,009). Among all 10 of the algorithms, DP1SE once again outperformed
all the other algorithms in all 3 statistics, with an average saving of 36.4% (=
1− 3, 079/4, 844).
Table 6
Results of Experiments with SED (18 Faults, 12,238 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation
DPFME 3420 3048 2009
DP1SE 3079 2756 1767
DP2SE 3417 3086 2004
Finally, the GREP results listed in Table 7 and Table 3 show that DPFME, DP1SE
and DP2SE outperformed their respective counterparts in all 3 statistics except
DPFM had a lower median (683) than DPFME (711). Among all 10 algorithms,
DP1SE was still the best in mean value and standard deviation, and its median
(653) was only slightly higher than that of DP2SE (652). The average saving of
DP1SE was 27.8% (= 1− 830/1, 150).
Table 7
Results of Experiments with GREP (22 Faults, 10,065 Test Cases, 1,000 Trials)
Algorithm Mean Median Std Deviation
DPFME 919 711 690
DP1SE 830 653 603
DP2SE 874 652 646
In summary, all 3 algorithms employing EFD constantly outperformed their re-
spective counterparts in mean values. In most cases, these 3 algorithms also outper-
formed their respective counterparts in median and standard deviation.
Among all 10 algorithms investigated in this paper, DP1SE outperformed all the
other 9 algorithms in all 3 statistics and for all 3 subject programs, except for GREP














5 Additional experiments with the Siemens Suite of Programs
Empirical studies in the previous sections show that (i) all 9 algorithms employ-
ing feedback information outperformed PRT; (ii) DP1SE was the best among all
10 algorithms proposed in this paper; (iii) the 3 algorithms employing EFD out-
performed their respective counterparts that do not use EFD and (iv) among all
7 algorithms that do not require EFD, DP1S was the best. The experiments were
conducted with 3 large subject programs, namely, the SPACE, SED and GREP pro-
grams.
In this section we will conduct a further series of experiments with smaller pro-
grams to enhance the external validity of our study. We use the Siemens Suite of
Programs [20] as the subject programs. This set of subjects (including the original
versions, faulty versions and test cases) has been used often in the research commu-
nity to study the effectiveness of testing and debugging techniques [3,11]. The suite
includes 7 programs as listed in Table 8 . For each of the 7 subject programs, we
combined all of the faults into one faulty version to conduct the experiments. There
are situations where two faults are mutually exclusive (for example, fault #1 is to
modify a statement whereas fault #2 is to delete the same statement or to modify
it in a different way) or situations where a fault cannot be detected by any of the
test cases in the given test suite. In these situations, the mutually exclusive faults
and non-detectable faults were removed from our experiments. Furthermore, the
tcas program only prints a single integer as its output and, therefore, our original
method of collecting EFD (by means of string comparison) is not applicable. Nev-
ertheless, we still successfully collected EFD for each failure-causing test case of
tcas by measuring the execution time that led to the failure. Obviously, the quicker,
the better.
Table 8
The Siemens Suite of Programs
Program Lines of executable code Faulty versions Test cases Description
print tokens 472 7 4130 lexical analyzer
print tokens2 399 10 4115 lexical analyzer
replace 512 32 5542 pattern replacement
schedule 292 9 2650 priority scheduler
schedule2 301 10 2710 priority scheduler
tcas 135 41 1608 altitude separation
tot info 346 23 1052 information measure
Table 9 summarizes the mean values (out of 1,000 trials) of the total number of test
cases required by each of the 10 algorithms to detect and remove all of the faults
for each Siemens program. We have the following findings: (i) All 9 algorithms
that employ feedback information outperformed the PRT algorithm for each and
every Siemens program. (ii) DP1SE is the best among all 10 algorithms for each













of DPFME, DP1SE and DP2SE are lower than (or sometimes equal to) those of
DPFM, DP1S and DP2SE, respectively, for each and every Siemens program. (iv)
Among all 7 algorithms that do not require EFD, DP1S is the best for each and
every Siemens program except for print tokens where mean(DP1S) = 166 whereas
mean(DPNU) = 165. The above observations become more evident in Table 10 ,
which summarizes the Rmean values (the rankings of mean values). These obser-
vations are consistent with the experimental results with larger subject programs
reported in the previous sections.
Table 9
Summary of Mean Values (1,000 trials for each of the 7 Siemens programs)
Program PRT RRT DPFM DP1S DP2S DPNU DPRP DPFME DP1SE DP2SE
print tokens 190 170 168 166 169 165 168 165 165 168
print tokens2 194 155 151 146 152 147 147 150 142 152
replace 290 261 258 249 254 256 250 247 235 242
schedule 221 65 65 63 64 63 63 61 59 61
schedule2 147 103 103 98 103 105 103 101 93 100
tcas 703 457 433 417 421 424 432 422 398 411
tot info 72 29 30 29 29 29 29 29 27 29
subtotal 1817 1240 1208 1168 1192 1189 1192 1175 1119 1163
overall saving 0.0% 31.8% 33.5% 35.7% 34.4% 34.6% 34.4% 35.3% 38.4% 36.0%
Table 10
Summary of Rmean (Siemens programs)
Program PRT RRT DPFM DP1S DP2S DPNU DPRP DPFME DP1SE DP2SE
print tokens 10 9 5 4 8 1 5 1 1 5
print tokens2 10 9 6 2 7 3 3 5 1 7
replace 10 9 8 4 6 7 5 3 1 2
schedule 10 8 8 4 7 4 4 2 1 2
schedule2 10 5 5 2 5 9 5 4 1 3
tcas 10 9 8 3 4 6 7 5 1 2
tot info 10 2 9 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
average 10.00 7.29 7.00 3.00 5.57 4.57 4.43 3.14 1.00 3.29
Tables 11 and 12 summarize the standard deviations and their rankings (RSD),
respectively. Out of the 7 Siemens programs, PRT ranked tenth (worst) 5 times with
an average ranking of 9.57 (the worst among all 10 algorithms); DP1SE ranked first
(best) 5 times, with an average ranking of 1.86 (the best among all 10 algorithms).
In terms of average ranking (the last row of Table 12 ), DPFME, DP1SE and DP2SE
outperformed DPFM, DP1S and DP2S, respectively, and DP1S was the best among
all 7 algorithms that do not use EFD. These observations are consistent with the














Summary of Standard Deviations (1,000 trials for each of the 7 Siemens programs)
Program PRT RRT DPFM DP1S DP2S DPNU DPRP DPFME DP1SE DP2SE
print tokens 141 130 119 121 127 128 133 131 116 135
print tokens2 127 128 115 114 122 118 106 110 102 115
replace 207 224 199 185 204 211 201 177 169 190
schedule 138 77 83 73 79 73 74 74 74 70
schedule2 87 78 77 73 75 74 75 78 69 70
tcas 385 351 309 311 309 300 311 299 295 295
tot info 38 22 23 20 22 24 24 20 22 21
Table 12
Summary of RSD (Siemens programs)
Program PRT RRT DPFM DP1S DP2S DPNU DPRP DPFME DP1SE DP2SE
print tokens 10 6 2 3 4 5 8 7 1 9
print tokens2 9 10 5 4 8 7 2 3 1 5
replace 8 10 5 3 7 9 6 2 1 4
schedule 10 7 9 2 8 2 4 4 4 1
schedule2 10 8 7 3 5 4 5 8 1 2
tcas 10 9 5 7 5 4 7 3 1 1
tot info 10 4 7 1 4 8 8 1 4 3
average 9.57 7.71 5.71 3.29 5.86 5.57 5.71 4.00 1.86 3.57
6 Discussions and conclusion
6.1 The cost model
The cost model used in this research is the total number of test case executions
needed to detect and remove all of the faults included in the program under test.
This model treats all test cases equally (in terms of test cost) and all faults equally
(in terms of debugging cost), although in practice, the costs may not be uniform
[16]. Future research may consider varying test costs (for example, different setup,
execution and result verification costs for different test cases, where the “costs”
may involve time and other resources) and varying debugging costs (such as the
cost needed to locate and correct a fault).
6.2 Internal and external validity
To address internal validity and avoid potential errors, all our test drivers have been
carefully checked and tested, and all the subject programs have also been carefully
inspected manually. All the experimental results, including both final results and













Like most of the other empirical studies in software engineering, there are threats to
external validity. Our experiments were conducted with a limited number of subject
programs that include a limited number of faults. The number of test suites was also
limited. Therefore, we cannot claim that the effectiveness of our testing strategy
can be generalized to other software. Nevertheless, the results of our experiments
with both the large programs and the small programs are highly consistent and this
provides us with confidence in the effectiveness of our testing strategy. A question
of practical importance is:
To what degree are our subject programs, faults and test suites a representative
sample of the real world?
The above question is answered as follows. First, the subject packages (including
the original versions, faulty versions and test cases) used in our experiments are
also used in many other empirical studies in the literature to compare the effec-
tiveness of different testing and debugging techniques. For instance, Baah et al.
[3] used the same set of subjects, namely, SPACE, SED, GREP, and the Siemens
Suite of Programs. Regarding the source where the subjects were obtained, all our
packages were downloaded from SIR, which is a repository of subjects that pro-
vide a common ground for software testing and debugging experiments and have a
large number of users and publications (the SIR usage information can be found at
http://sir.unl.edu/portal/usage.php).
Next, we will briefly explain how the test suites and mutants were created, and
readers are referred to the SIR Web site http://sir.unl.edu/content/bios/flex.php
and the original papers [20,31] for more details.
The Siemens Suite of Programs were initially assembled by researchers at Siemens
Co. to investigate the fault-detection capabilities of control-flow and data-flow cov-
erage criteria [20]. These programs perform a variety of tasks including: aircraft
collision avoidance, priority scheduling, statistics computation, lexical analysis,
and pattern matching and substitution. Ten researchers at Siemens manually created
faulty versions for each of the 7 base programs, aiming at introducing faults as real-
istic as possible. Each faulty version contains a single fault, usually by modifying a
single statement. For each of the 7 base programs, the Siemens researchers created
an initial test pool which was then populated by adding black-box test cases created
using the category-partition method and the Siemens Test Specification Language
(TSL) tool. Each test pool was further augmented with manually created white-box
test cases that intensively exercise every executable statement, edge, and definition-
use pair of the base program. In order to produce meaningful results with the faulty
versions, the Siemens researchers only retained those faulty versions that were de-
tectable by at most 350 and at least 3 test cases in the test pool.
SPACE was developed by the European Space Agency and the faults were real













ated an initial pool of 10,000 randomly generated test cases for SPACE [31]. This
pool was then expanded by including additional white-box test cases to intensively
exercise the statements and edges in the program or in its control flow graph.
GREP is a Unix/Linux utility. The creators of SIR obtained several of its previously
released versions from the GNU Web site. Because comprehensive test suites were
not available, they used the category-partition method and a TSL tool to construct
a suite of black-box test cases that exercise each parameter, special effect and er-
roneous condition of the base programs. They then added additional test cases to
increase code coverage at the statement level. The researchers wished to evaluate
testing techniques for the detection of regression faults and, therefore, used the
following procedure to create mutants: They recruited graduate and undergraduate
students in computer science with at least two years of programming experience in
C. The students were instructed to create faults which were as realistic as possible.
The faults involved code deletion, insertion and modification. Then the researchers
executed their test cases to check which faults could be detected by which test
cases. They excluded those faults that were not detected by any test cases. They
also excluded those faults that were detected by more than 25% of the test cases.
We augmented the GREP test suite by adding randomly sampled test cases based
on input data available in the SIR package and in the GNU Web site, such as sample
inputs in the online manual.
SED is another Unix/Linux utility. The SIR download page for the SED package
shows that its “Test Types” are “tsl, other”, which means that the test suite was
constructed using an approach similar to that of GREP. The SIR download page
also shows that the “Fault Types” of SED are “real, seeded”, which means that the
faulty versions of SED include both real and seeded faults. The seeded faults were
created in a similar way to those of the GREP program. 2 For our experiments, we
wished to have more faults and more test cases. Therefore, we manually seeded
7 more faults, each of which was created by slightly changing the operator(s) or
operand(s) of a single statement. These 7 faults have a similar nature to the other
faults included in the SED packages. We also augmented the SED test suite using
a random sampling approach similar to that for the GREP program.
In summary, we experimented with both large and small programs from the real
world, with both real and seeded faults, and with systematically generated test
suites (including black-box, white-box, and randomly sampled test cases). It is rea-
sonable to believe that these subject programs, together with the faults and test
suites, are a representative sample of the real world. Having said that, additional
studies with more types of programs, faults and test suites are needed to increase
2 SIR did not provide a dedicated page for the SED package; instead, SED
users were referred to the GREP page under the heading “C Object Biographies”
(http://sir.unl.edu/content/bios/flex.php) that “provides information about each of the C













confidence in the generalization of the results.
6.3 Concluding remarks
We have proposed and investigated a dynamic partitioning strategy that improves
the cost-effectiveness of large-scale software testing processes, where the given test
suite is large and the software under test may undergo many versions. Because in
our algorithms different partitions have different priorities for test case selection,
this research also relates to test case prioritization. A fundamental difference, how-
ever, is that the research problem we investigate is not the test case permutation
problem defined for test case prioritization [28].
Most conventional test case selection strategies partition test suites off-line. In com-
parison, our dynamic partitioning strategy employs online feedback information
collected during test case executions from a black-box testing perspective. This
strategy is easy for practitioners to adopt as it does not require coverage informa-
tion or change analysis.
To implement the dynamic partitioning strategy, we developed a total of 10 algo-
rithms, where algorithm #1 is pure random testing, algorithms #2 to #7 employ
only pass / fail information, and algorithms #8 to #10 employ both pass / fail and
EFD. These two types of information can be readily collected online during test
case executions.
Empirical study results demonstrate that the cost-effectiveness of testing can be
improved considerably by simply employing the online pass / fail information, and
DP1S is the best among algorithms #1 to #7 in terms of cost-effectiveness and
standard deviation, with an overall saving of 27.4% for the 3 large programs and
35.7% for the Siemens programs. The utilization of more feedback information,
namely, EFD, further improved the cost-effectiveness of testing, and DP1SE is the
best (most cost-effective and most stable) among all 10 algorithms studied in this
paper, with an overall saving of 35.3% for the 3 large programs and 38.4% for
the Siemens programs. This magnitude of savings can effectively reduce the cost
of real-world large-scale software development, maintenance, and evolution, where
the total number of test cases can be very high [35]. DP1S and DP1SE showed such
performance because they utilize more feedback information with finer granularity,
as analyzed in Section 3.4. This finding suggests that the cost-effectiveness of test-
ing could be further improved by considering more types of feedback information
and involving a more comprehensive hierarchy of partitions beyond the 3 sets of
fair, good and poor. The results of this research further justify the emergence of
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Purpose: This is a Pure Random Testing algorithm, which tests a given program P using a given 
huge test suite {t1, t2, …, tn} (n is very large). P can be modified for fault-removal upon the 
detection of a failure during the testing process. This algorithm also includes code to 
monitor the cost-effectiveness of itself in terms of the number of failures detected and the 
number of test cases executed. 
Precondition: A testing stopping criterion has been given. 
 
     Begin Algorithm 
1.   Initialize nbOfAllTests and nbOfDetectedFailures to 0. 
2.   Initialize Set0 to empty. /* to store used test cases */ 
3.   Initialize Set1 to {t1, t2, …, tn}. /* to store unused test cases */ 
4.   While (Set1 is not empty and the given testing stopping criterion is not met) 
5.      Randomly select a test case ti from Set1. 
6.      Test P using ti. 
7.      Increase nbOfAllTests by 1. /* record the number of executed test cases */ 
8.      If (no failure is detected) 
        Then 
9.          Move ti from Set1 to Set0 /* so ti will not be chosen again */ 
        Else 
10.         Increase nbOfDetectedFailures by 1. 
11.         Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. /* current cost-effectiveness */ 
12.         An attempt can be made to remove the fault from P. 
13.         Move all elements in Set0 to Set1. /* Hence, Set0 will become empty. */ 
        EndIf 
14.  EndWhile 
15.  Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. /* overall cost-effectiveness */ 












Purpose: This is a Regression-Random Testing algorithm, which tests a given program P using a 
given huge test suite {t1, t2, …, tn} (n is very large). P can be modified for fault-removal 
upon the detection of a failure during the testing process. This algorithm also includes code 
to monitor the cost-effectiveness of itself in terms of the number of failures detected and 
the number of test cases executed. 
Precondition: A testing stopping criterion has been given. 
 
     Begin Algorithm 
1.   Initialize nbOfAllTests and nbOfDetectedFailures to 0. 
2.   Initialize Set0 to empty. 
3.   Initialize Set1 to {t1, t2, …, tn}. 
4.   Initialize currentSet to empty. /* currentSet always contains no more than one element */ 
5.   Randomly select a test case ti from Set1, and move ti from Set1 to currentSet. 
6.   While (currentSet is not empty and the given testing stopping criterion is not met) 
7.      Test P using the test case in currentSet. 
8.      Increase nbOfAllTests by 1. 
9.      If (no failure is detected)  
        Then 
10.         Move the test case in currentSet to Set0. 
11.         If Set1 is not empty, then randomly select a test case from Set1, and move  
            it to currentSet. 
        Else 
12.         Increase nbOfDetectedFailures by 1. 
13.         Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. 
14.         An attempt can be made to remove the fault from P. 
15.         Move all elements in Set0 to Set1. /* The element in currentSet remains there. */ 
        EndIf 
16.  EndWhile  
17.  Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. 












Purpose: This is an algorithm for testing through Dynamic Partitioning with Fixed Membership. 
It tests a given program P using a given huge test suite {t1, t2, …, tn} (n is very large). P 
can be modified for fault-removal upon the detection of a failure during the testing process. 
This algorithm also includes code to monitor the cost-effectiveness of itself in terms of the 
number of failures detected and the number of test cases executed. 
Precondition: A testing stopping criterion has been given. 
 
     Begin Algorithm 
1.   Initialize nbOfAllTests and nbOfDetectedFailures to 0. 
2.   Initialize fair_unused to {t1, t2, …, tn}. 
3.   Initialize good_unused, good_used, fair_used, poor_unused, poor_used,  
     and currentSet to empty. 
4.   Initialize failureDetected to false. 
5.   Initialize currentSetName to “fair”. 
6.   Randomly select a test case ti from fair_unused, and move ti to currentSet. 
7.   While (currentSet is not empty and the given testing stopping criterion is not met) 
8.      Test P using the test case in currentSet. 
9.      Increase nbOfAllTests by 1. 
10.     If (no failure is detected)  
11.     Then Call sub-algorithm removeFromCurrentSet. 
12.          Call sub-algorithm moveToCurrentSet. 
13.          Set failureDetected to false. 
14.     Else Increase nbOfDetectedFailures by 1. 
15.          Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. 
16.          An attempt can be made to remove the fault from P. 
17.          Move all elements in good_used to good_unused, in fair_used to fair_unused, and  
             in poor_used to poor_unused. 
18.          Set failureDetected to true. 
        EndIf 
19.  EndWhile  
20.  Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. 
     End of Algorithm 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
1.   If (currentSetName is “good”) 
2.   Then Move the test case in currentSet to good_used. 
3.   Else If (currentSetName is “fair”) 
          Then 
4.            If (failureDetected is false) 
5.            Then Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
6.            Else Move the test case in currentSet to good_used.  
              EndIf 
          Else /* currentSetName is “poor” */ 
7.            Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
          EndIf 
     EndIf 
     End of Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm moveToCurrentSet 
1.   If (good_unused is not empty) 
2.   Then Randomly select a test case ti from good_unused. 
3.        Move ti to currentSet. 
4.        Set currentSetName to “good”. 
5.   Else If (fair_unused is not empty) 
6.        Then Randomly select a test case ti from fair_unused. 
7.             Move ti to currentSet. 
8.             Set currentSetName to “fair”. 
9.        Else If (poor_unused is not empty) 
               Then 
10.                Randomly select a test case ti from poor_unused. 
11.                Move ti to currentSet. 
12.                Set currentSetName to “poor”. 
               EndIf 
          EndIf 
     EndIf 












Note: This is an algorithm for testing through Dynamic Partitioning with One-Step Varying 
Membership. This algorithm differs from the Dynamic Partitioning with Fixed Membership (DPFM) 
algorithm only in the following sub-algorithm. 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
1.   If (currentSetName is “good”) 
2.   Then If (failureDetected is false) 
3.        Then Move the test case in currentSet to fair_used. 
4.        Else Move the test case in currentSet to good_used. 
          EndIf 
5.   Else If (currentSetName is “fair”) 
          Then 
6.            If (failureDetected is false) 
7.            Then Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
8.            Else Move the test case in currentSet to good_used. 
              EndIf 
          Else /* currentSetName is “poor” */ 
9.            If (failureDetected is false) 
10.           Then Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
11.           Else Move the test case in currentSet to fair_used. 
              EndIf 
          EndIf 
     EndIf 












Note: This is an algorithm for testing through Dynamic Partitioning with No Upgrade. This 
algorithm differs from the Dynamic Partitioning with Fixed Membership (DPFM) algorithm only in 
the following sub-algorithm. In this algorithm, when a test case detected a failure last time, 
but could not detect a failure this time, it will be returned to where it was selected from, 
either the “fair” or the “poor” set. 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
1.   If (currentSetName is “fair”) 
     Then 
2.       If (failureDetected is true) 
3.       Then move the test case in currentSet to fair_used. 
4.       Else move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
         EndIf 
     Else /* currentSetName must be “poor” as the “good” set is never used. */ 
5.       move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
     EndIf 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































     Begin Algorithm 
1.   Initialize nbOfAllTests and nbOfDetectedFailures to 0. 
2.   Initialize fair_unused to {t1, t2, …, tn}. 
3.   Initialize good_unused, good_used, fair_used, poor_unused, poor_used,  
     and currentSet to empty. 
4.   Initialize failureDetected to false. 
5.   Initialize currentSetName to “fair”. 
6.   Randomly select a test case ti from fair_unused, and move ti to currentSet. 
7.   While (currentSet is not empty and the given testing stopping criterion is not met) 
8.      Test P using the test case in currentSet. 
9.      Increase nbOfAllTests by 1. 
10.     If (no failure is detected)  
11.     Then Call sub-algorithm removeFromCurrentSet. 
12.          Call sub-algorithm moveToCurrentSet. 
13.          Set failureDetected to false. 
14.     Else Increase nbOfDetectedFailures by 1. 
15.          Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests 
16.          Update earlinessInfo of the current test case. 
17.          An attempt can be made to remove the fault from P. 
18.          Move all elements in good_used to good_unused, in fair_used to fair_unused, and  
             in poor_used to poor_unused. 
19.          Set failureDetected to true. 
        EndIf 
20.  EndWhile  
21.  Print nbOfDetectedFailures and nbOfAllTests. 
     End of Algorithm 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
1.   If (currentSetName is “good”) 
2.   Then Move the test case in currentSet to good_used. 
3.   Else If (currentSetName is “fair”) 
          Then 
4.            If (failureDetected is false) 
5.            Then Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
6.            Else Move the test case in currentSet to good_used. 
              EndIf 
          Else /* currentSetName is “poor” */ 
7.            Move the test case in currentSet to poor_used. 
          EndIf 
     EndIf 
     End of Sub-Algorithm removeFromCurrentSet 
 
     Begin Sub-Algorithm moveToCurrentSet 
1.   If (good_unused is not empty) 
2.   Then Select a test case ti, whose earlinessInfo is minimum, from good_unused. 
3.        Move ti to currentSet. 
4.        Set currentSetName to “good”. 
5.   Else If (fair_unused is not empty) 
6.        Then Randomly select a test case ti from fair_unused. 
7.             Move ti to currentSet. 
8.             Set currentSetName to “fair”. 
9.        Else If (poor_unused is not empty) 
               Then 
10.                Randomly select a test case ti from poor_unused. 
11.                Move ti to currentSet. 
12.                Set currentSetName to “poor”. 
               EndIf 
          EndIf 
     EndIf 
     End of Sub-Algorithm moveToCurrentSet 
